
VCF LP - General Update 
 
September 8, 2021 
 
Harvesting:  
Mickelson has finished harvesting on block WC37 and has moved to block WC39.  Both blocks are 
around 54km on the West Canoe.  Mixed species blocks.  Wood moving to West Fraser, Gilbert Smith, 
Carrier, Arrow, CVH and yard. 
   
Spaz has finished harvesting WC04 located on Loop Road at 4km on West Canoe.  They have also 
finished a short road right of way at 11km West Canoe.  Moving to WC29 located at 42km to harvest for 
CVH Ltd. 
 
Dan Cuddeback has completed Douglas fir beetle salvage up the Swift Creek and Selwyn areas.  Working 
on a plan to remove fir beetle trees up Westridge. 
 
Roads: 
Jackman has completed work on the Yellowjacket upgrade. 
 
Jackman lined up to log and build roughly 5km to access blocks DH20, DH21 and DH22. 
 
GDA has brushed Westridge from 14km to 21km.  They are lined up to brush 4-30km up West Canoe.   
 
Spaz working on building road and landing into block CV01 at 11km West Canoe. 
 
Wayron is grading the West Canoe and graveling road into WC39, roughly 1km.   
 
Dave Antoniuk is upgrading and grading roads accessing blocks W22 and W37 up the McLennan. 
 
Bridges:   
Jackman to install a 15m bridge up the Dave Henry at 15.5km.  Half completed.  DWB supervising. 
Alpine is getting ready to replace abutments on bridges up the Westridge, 11.5km and 18km. 
 
Planning/Other: 
Greenstar is working on some new layout up the West Canoe. 
Woodlot:  Waiting for upper higher plans to be approved. 
 
Forest Licence: 
DWB ready to submit CP 3.   
 
Sort Yard: 
Yard is fairly clean.  West Fraser fir moving in and out of yard. 
Clean up loads coming in, organized and sent out to market. 
Have made deal with Nicole to run VCF scales for both VCF and TM.  Frees Brian up. 
 
Grants:  Nothing     
Silviculture:   
Brushing is restarting soon.  Roughly 30ha to go.   


